Abstract
Introduction

27
In the last decades many reports demonstrated that heterogeneous photocatalysis has 28 unrivalled ability to abate persistent pollutants often until complete mineralization. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 29 Nevertheless, commercial applications are still limited, because of the low efficiency in terms 30 of low quantum yield and of the scarce ability of the most active photocatalysts to absorb 31 solar light, increasing the costs and the requirement for water-treatment plants. [6] 32
The fundamentals of semiconductor photocatalysis are now well understood, and there is a 33 general consensus that the photocatalytic process starts with the absorption of a photon (with 34 energy h) from a semiconductor characterized by an energy gap E g lower than the photon 35 energy (h  E g ). This photoexcitation causes a change of the redox properties of the 36 semiconductor surface, allowing charge transfer reactions through the semiconductor/solution 37 interface.
[7] The net result is the oxidation of the dissolved contaminants and the reduction of 38 the electron acceptor -usually molecular oxygen and/or a reducible adsorbed substrate [8] -39 catalyzed by the irradiated semiconductor. [9, 10] Besides this apparent simplicity, the overall 40 photocatalytic rate is the result of the complex interplay among many elementary reactions, 41 whose relative importance is a complicated, and usually not reported function of the 42 experimental setup and type of catalyst. An exhaustive mathematical treatment of the 43 photocatalytic process results very complex and is still object of debate.
44
Several treatments to describe the photocatalytic rate have been proposed. One of the first 45 and most successful models was the Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) [7, 11, 12] , which 46 describes the degradative process in conditions of substrate adsorption at the catalysts surface.
47 Per se the L-H treatment would be correct if the surface concentrations of reactive species, 48 namely free or trapped electrons and holes, were fixed and constant, which is usually not the 49 case. In general, these concentrations are function of the incident photon flux and the 50 substrate nature and concentration. Conversely, the adsorption constants derived from the L-H 51 model decrease with increasing light intensity, while the rate constant increases. 
164
Here the integration along the irradiated slurry depth according to Eq.(6) was performed 165 numerically on experimental data. An explanatory scheme of the adopted procedure to 166 evaluate the optical properties of the investigated photocatalyst is reported in Figure 1- 
299
The fit parameters are reported in Table 1 together with the ratio between ε sca and ε abs . The 300 specific absorption coefficient for TiO 2 P25 is five times larger than that of TiO 2 UV100, 301 while the specific scattering coefficient is roughly 2 times larger for TiO 2 P25, as also 302 observed in ref. [34] . The ratio between the coefficients is 4 and 9 for P25 and UV100, 303 respectively, suggesting that -from an optical point of view -P25 better exploits the incident 304 light than UV 100, despite of the higher ε sca . The larger absorption coefficient potentially 305 leads to a larger photocatalytic rate. Conversely, the larger scattering coefficient of P25 306 compared to UV100 limits χ, which is always lower for P25 than for Hombikat UV100. The 307 fraction of light scattered does not contribute to the overall rate and ultimately represents an 308 unused contribution. The data of Table 1 , including the ε sca to ε abs ratios, are of the same order of magnitude, but 314 significantly lower than those previously reported [34] , and in particular of figures 6,7 of ref.
315 [36] . The reason can be easily related to the different adopted procedures and setup. While in 316 ref.
[34] the incident light is monochromatic, and therefore the optical parameters are referred 317 to a specific wavelength, in this work the parameters obtained are mediated over the range of 318 wavelengths emitted by the used lamp, and effectively used in the cell volume. As it occurs 320 photocatalytic process, in the setup here used they are not collected by the detector. Then the 321 obtained values refer only to the lamp used, but are relevant for the (commonly) used 322 experimental setup. In addition, the method here proposed is easier to apply, because it does 323 not require i) the use of a spectrophotometer equipped with total diffuse reflectance accessory 324 as used by Cabrera et al. to evaluate absorption and forward scattering; ii) the application of 325 the quite complex radiative transport equation to obtain the scattering and absorption 326 coefficients.
[34] The data reported in Table 1 are more similar to the experimental extinction 327 coefficients reported by Egerton [22] , obtained on rutile powders with different particle size.
328 In agreement with Egerton's data, for the photocatalysts here investigated we found a marked 329 decrease in the extinction coefficient with decreasing particle size. 
Photodegradation experiments
331
The influence of the optical parameters on the degradation rate was evaluated by carrying 332 out formic acid photodegradation experiments in the presence of P25 and UV100 specimens, 333 for which the absorption and scattering coefficients were evaluated. Formic acid was chosen 334 as substrate because it is not subjected to back-reactions. Figure 4A shows the rate as a function of C cat . The rates normalized for the 348 catalyst concentration are reported in Figure 4B as functions of χ. The term rate obs /C cat 349 proportionally increases with increasing χ, as predicted by eq. (5), for both catalysts.
350
The role of factors other than the light scavenging for the two semiconductors was 351 estimated by evaluation of k ' in eq. (5) through the fit of the data reported in Figure 4B . In eq.
352 (5) Figure 5A that: i) UV100 outperformed P25, contrarily to 382 the degradations carried out at low concentration; ii) the degradation rate with UV100 was 383 significantly higher than at 0.2 mM; and iii) P25 displayed nearly the same degradation rate at 384 the two formic acid concentrations. Although the rate normalized for C cat is linear versus χ 385 ( Figure 5B ), the fit with eq. (5) 
399
Conclusions
400
The rate is influenced by a large variety of parameters that are difficult to evaluate. Under 401 defined conditions we proved that optical properties of catalysts can be easily evaluated, and 402 that their contribution to the overall efficiency can be assessed through the χ parameter. The 403 method here proposed can be used to calculate the scattering and absorption properties 404 averaged over the emission spectrum of the lamp employed in the photocatalytic reactor.
405 Consequently, it is possible to easily uncover the most promising photocatalyst from an 406 optical point of view.
407
The degradation rate of formic acid changes accordingly with the eq. (5 
